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ABSTRACT
Iurlano, Anita M. Transition from School to Work: A Model
for the Developmentall Disabled Hearin Impaired,
Graduate Project, Na iona Lea ership Training Program
in the Area of Deafness, California State University,
Northridge, 1985.
The developmentally disabled hearing impaired is a
growing population with unique needs for services.

The

g oal of any a g ency providing services to this population
is to max imize independence, productivity and communi t y
integration.

This document outlines a model service

delivery plan to facilitate transition from school to work.
It focuses on the role of the parent, special and vocational educators, rehabilitation counselors, local business
advisors and independent living/community service providers .
The establishment of an interagency task force and a deaf
advisory committee is recommended to coordinate these
responsibilities.

Collaboration and cooperation are the

keys to effective programming.

This model addresses

adaptations, modificatio n s and a ccommodations necessary to
provide quality services to the developmentally disabled
hearing impaired.
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INTRODUCTION
Transition from school to work involves a variety of
agencies, individuals and points of view.

"The transition

from school to working life is an outcome oriented process
encompassing a broad array of services that lead to
employment .••• The transition from school to work and adult
li£e requires sound preparation in the secondary school;
adequate support at the point of school leaving; and secure
opportunities and services, if needed,. in adult situations"
(Will, 1984).
These transition needs must be met through cooperation and collaboration.

The central theme of a collabora-

tive effort is to maximize available resources and to
utilize services to provide quality programs.

Cooperation

has been encouraged by a variety of social forces.

Clients,

parents and advocates have ex.hibite~ increased pressure for
improved cooperation between agencies.

Legislation, state

and federal, has initiated these efforts.

Economic pres-

sures and increased numbers of clients needing services
have forced the issue.

Duplication of services and frag-

mented service delivery systems have created the need to
develop a continuum of services which maximize resources
through creative planning and identifying new delivery
system models for joint funding (Johnson, et al, 1982).

This model attempts to outline adaptations, modifications, and accommodations necessary to provide quality
services to the developmentally disabled hearing impaired.
It should serve as a guideline for administrators and
program specialists in developing services for this
population . . The guidelines are intended to be broad so
that one might be able to identify the unique needs of the
individuals they serve and consequently provide effective
programming.
This information was gathered in two ways 1) an
extensive review of the literature and 2) interviews with
individuals currently providing services to the developmentally disabled hearing impaired.

Little has been

written about the education and rehab i litation of these
individuals.

Most of the materials reviewed addressed

the needs of the developmentally disabled and mentally
.. retarded populations.
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PROBLEM STATEMENT
The developmentally disabled hearing impaired (DDHI)
is a growing population with unique needs for services.
These needs have not been adequately met.

As a result,

many remain at home, work in sheltered workshops and
activity centers, and access few community and recreation/
leisure activities.
There is no clearcut definition of developmentally
disabled hearing impaired.

But in 1984, The Developmental

Disabilities Act (PL98-527) defined "developmental disabilities'' as'severe, chronic disabilities attributed to
mental or physical

impairments manifested before age

twenty-two, which causes substantial limitations in at
least three areas of major life activity, and results in a
need for services over an extended period of time.

Limi-

tations can be in the areas of: self-care; receptive and
expressive language; learning; mobility; self-direction;
capacity for independent living; and economic dependence.'
(U.S. Department of Health and Human Services)
When a hearing impairment compounds or creates a
developmental disability, additional concerns exist.

The

interrelationship of handicaps emphasize the need for
communication skills and specialized training in deafness.
In a 1983 report prepared for the California Department
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of Rehabilitation by the National Leadership Training
Program at California, State University, Northridge, the
authors stated "Generally speaking, agencies which serve
the hearing impaired developmentally disabled population
do not know a great deal of the characteristics and special
service needs of the population.

Agencies which serve the

general developmentally disabled population lack staff
expertise on clients who possess hearing impairments •.•
Programs offering services to the deaf community may also
lack appropriate knowledge or qualifications in the area of
developmental disabilities.'' ( National Leadership Training
Program, 1983).
The goal of any agency serving the hearing impaired
developmentally disabled should be to maximize independence,
productivity and community integration.

Services for this

population are often provided over the entire lifetime, and
vary with the needs o~ the individual.

Service providers

must help in coordinating social, medical, educational and
vocational services to ensure access for the developmentally disabled hearing impaired population (Shalock, 1983).
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REVIEW OF THE LITE...-;u.TURE
The past two decades have orchestrated attitudinal
and legislative changes that have drastically altered the
delivery of education and rehabilitation services for the
developmentally disabled hearing impaired.

The attitud-

inal changes include the shift from rejection, neglect and
removal from the community to the partial inclusion and
integration into the mainstream of society.

A variety of

court decisions .and federal/state legislation changes were
brought about by parent advocacy movements and involvement
of individuals in politics and education with personal
experiences with the handicapped.
During the 19th and early 20th centuries, handicapped
children were educated in private residential schools.
Special education in the United States originated with the
establishment of the American Assylum for the Education of
the Deaf and Dumb, in Hartford, Connecticut in 1817.

This

school served as a model for the development of residential schools in other states.

Handicapped individuals

were absorbed into society, but little was done to involve
them as productive members of the mainstream (Moores, 1978).
World War I became the basic social force which
generated movement toward political action and legislative
enactments for the handicapped.
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The events and outcomes

resulted in thousands of severely disabled persons who
re~uired physical and psychological services.

Out of a

sense of commitment and responsibility, the federal government provided funds to aid those disabled in the service
of their country to reenter the mainstream of society.

In

1917, the Smith Hughes Act granted aid for vocational education in the high school to prepare workers for those
occupations in which individuals could find gainful employment.

The Soldier Rehabilitation Act of 1918 provided for

vocational rehabilitation services for disabled veterans
(Lynch, et al, 1982).
During World War II, industry experienced manpower
shortages which necessitated the hiring of disabled persons.
With the passage of the Vocational Rehabilitation Act of
1943, mentally handicapped and mentally ill persons were
considered eligible for rehabilitation services (Lynch, et
al, 1982).

This changed t he focus of the rehabilitation

process recognizing that rehabilitation is more than a
retraining process, but can be a continuous learning
process.
The federal goverment increased its involvement in
education in 1958.

The National Defense Act, a reaction to

the Soviet "Sputnik" space successes, earmarked federal
dollars to stimulate and strengthen education in science,
foreign languages and mathematics.
The Vocational Rehabilitation Act Amendments of 1965
introduced radical changes in the area of rehabilitation.
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It opened the eligibility criteria to include all types of
disabled persons, specifically severely disabled people.
The definition of gainful employment was broadened to
include sheltered and home-bound employment.

To be eligi-

ble, a severely disabled person must show a reasonable
expectation of gainful employment with the use of extended
6-18 month evaluation periods (Corthell, VanBoskirk, 1984) .
The 1970's noted an increasing amount of litigation
concerning the education, training, care and protection of
handicapped individuals.

In Pennsylvania, the Pennsylvania

Association for Retarded Children (PARC) v. Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania 343 F. Supp. 279, "resulted in the assumption
of the responsibility by the public educational system for
education programs and elevated services in all of the
state institutions" (Thomas, 1984).

The action established

the idea that every child has the right to an educational
program appropriate to his ability.

This and other court

decisions prompted Congress to write two important laws:
the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (PL 93-112) and the Education of All Handicapped Children Act of 1975 (PL 94-142).
The Rehabilitation Act (PL 93-112) changed the focus
from rehabilitation of the relatively less severe to those
whose disability was more severe.

The Act required the

development of an Individual Written Rehabilitation
Program, which outlined the goals to be achieved, the
services to be provided and the rights of the individual
involved for each handicapped person served.
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Many of the

provisions dealt with or implied a relationship between
vocational rehabilitation and other state and local agencies (Lynch, et al, 1982).
PL 94-142, the Education for All Handic~pped Children
Act, resulted when pressure was placed

on state legisla-

tures to provide publically supported, appropriate education to all handicapped children.

When the states recog-

nized the extra expense of providing these services, they
turned to the federal goverment to receive appropriations.
The law required that educational agencies 1) continually
seek, locate and identify handicapped children, 2) specify
the educational program and related services required in
an - Individual Education Plan (IEP) and 3) ensure that
handicapped children be educated with non-handicapped
child.Ten to the maximum exte~t possible in the Least
Restrictive Environment.

The Act required cooperation

between special education and other agencies, especially
vocational education (Corthell, Van Boskirk, 1984).
The piece of legislation that offers much encouragement for more agency cooperation is the Rehabilitation,
Comprehensive Services, and Developmental Disabilities
Amendments (PL 95-602) passed in 1978.

The amendments

emphasize pilot employment projects, comprehensive services
for independent living and special service . programs for
deaf, blind and handicapped American Indians.

The

National Institute for Handicapped Research and the
National Council on the Handicapped were established
8

(Lynch, et al, 1982).

"PL 95-602 specified that state

plans include provisions for establishment of cooperative
relationships among vocational, rehabilitation, special
education, and vocational education" (Corthell,
Van Boskirk, 1984).
In a p~eliminary statement of policy that will guide
the Office of Special Education and Rehabilitative Services
(OSERS), Madeleine Will, Assistant Secretary of OSERS
established a national priority on improving the transition from school to working life for all individuals with
disabilities.

The transition of disabled students from the

structure and security provided by the school to productive, integrated adult life remains difficult.

Suggestions

to remedy the problem of transition include establishing
effective links among special education, vocational education, vocational rehabilitation and other adult service
agencies which encourage among other things, the effective
coordination of the Individual Education Plan and the
Individual Written Rehabilitation Plan (Will, 1984).
Gary Makuch, Director of the Bureau of Special
Education in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, (1981)
states that the state education system is unable to carry
the total burden for special education and all the other
related services mandated by 94-142.

He sees a need to

combine the resources of all human service agencies "so
that an appropriate combination of programs and services
for any given handicapped individual at any given time"
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can be provided ( Makuch, 1981).
As a response to the need for coordinated services in
facilitating the school to work \ransition of developmentally disabled hearing impaired individuals, the following
model has been developed.

Legislative and attitudinal

changes will continue to alter the delivery of education
and rehabilitation services.
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RECOMME1{DED MCDEL
Based on the literature and interviews with professionals who serve the developmentally disabled hearing
impaired, the following model was developed.

This model

is meant to provide suggestions and stimulate thinking
about a plan to serve the developmentally disabled hearing
impaired.

Responsibilities of an interagency task force,

special and vocational education, vocational rehabilitation, an independent living/community service agency,
parents, a deaf advisory council and a local business
advisory committee are discussed.

Additional services,

not outlined in this discussion, may be needed in your
program.
INTERAGENCY TASK FORCE
1. An interagency task force with representatives from each service delivery agency should
bring attention to the special needs of this
population and assist agencies in programming
to meet these needs.

A state coordinator for

the developmentally disabled hearing impaired
should coordinate service delivery, head the
interagency task force, initiate public
announcements and perform other related duties
(Ouellette, 1984).
2. Public relation materials, such as brochures, information packets and public
announcements should be disseminated. This
11

information would enhance awareness and understanding of the impact of a hearing impairment
and secondary handicaps.
3.

This task force should encourage legisla-

tive awareness through parent and consumer
involvement.
It should lobby for key legislation affecting services for this population.
4.

This network should provide in-service

training to increase the competencies and the
cooperation of professionals eg. physicians,
counselors, teachers, parents and famili .e s
involved with the DDHI individual.

SP3CIAL EDUCATION AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATICN
1.

A strong early identification and follow

through program providing medical and educational intervention should be in place in the
school system.

Often there is a lag time in

the identification of the disability and the
provision of necessary supportive services;
this problem would be alleviated (Holt, 1985).
2.

The etiology of the handicapping condition

should be explored, because it has unique
implications regarding educational and vocational potential.

Many major causes of deafness,

such as prematurity, RH complications, prenatal
rubella, herpes II and meningitis can cause
cerebral palsy, visual and cardiac problems,
mental retardation and learning disabilities
(Jaffe, 1978, Vernon, 1969).
3.

A chronologically, age-appropriate, func-

tional curriculum should be provided (Brown,
et al, 1980).

This instruction should take
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place in the most natural setting, in school
as well as out of school environs.

This

curriculum should involve teaching strategy
versus content. Donald Moores (1978) has
noted that deafness coupled with secondary
disabilities limits the incidental learning
and results in psycho-social, educational
and vocational problems.

Therefore, ,. one

must teach strategies to deal with specific
situations rather than relying on incidental
learning and the ability to generalize from
one situation to another (Kuples, 1985,
Coughan, Daniels, 1983).
4.

A tremendous emphasis should be placed

on language communication, written and oral,
signs and gestures; these skills will assist
and sustain the DDHI student.(Kupples, 1985).
Special educators should explore the use of
assistive listening devices and assistive
speaking devices, such as a hand-held electronic communication board.
5. Parent participation is crucial. Parents
should become advocates that explore and
access services.

They must become teachers

collaborating with the classroom teacher to
reinforce specific skills at home.
6. Career education should be the vehicle
by which subjects are taught. Money management, mobility training, and communication
skills should be centered around achieving
maximum productivity, employment and independence (Salem, 1985).
7.

The school should be familiar with exist-

ing community services and vocational options
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for the developmentally disabled hearing
impaired. The teachers and administrators
must act as advocates in modifying, creating
and obtaining services for this population.
8. Special and vocational educators should
work together to ensure that the DDHI student
receives a program that is consistent with
his/her skills, interests and likely future
job situation. Task analysis of the vocational curriculum by both the special educator and the vocational educator should help
ensure success in the training experience for
the DDHI student (Wehman, 1981).

9.

A career counselor position should be
established. The counselor's responsibilities should include job development, evaluation/interpretation of skills, and job search
and work adjustment skills teaching. The
counselor would act as a liason with local
business and industry to determine trends in
the market and potential training placements.
To assess the student's performance under
specific conditions and to determine additional training opportunities, a continuum
of job training experiences should be developed. The continuum should include work
adjustment, vocational training and work
experience. Work activity centers, on-thejob training and off campus employment should
be utilized (Revell, et al, 1982).
10. Transitional plans should be cooperatively
developed by the vocational and special educators, parents, students and appropriate adult
service professionals. The plan should include
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future residential and employment options,
the services needed to achieve these outcomes,
the names of the persons from appropriate
agencies who will engage in activities to
achieve these outcomes and a description of
and timelines for completion of these activities (Brody-Hasazi, et al, 1983).
11. A systematic follow-up procedure for contacting students following graduation to determine employment status, utilization of social
services, relationship of vocational preparation to present and former employment and other
relevant information should be ins t ituted.
VOC ATIONAL REHABILITATION
1. Working cooperatively with the school system,
the VR counselor should offer evaluation at the
ninth grade level. The findings will be used to
develop Individual Education Plans and Individual Written Rehabilitation Plans and to identify
deficient vocational/prevocat ional areas so that
additional training or adjustment can be provided.
2. Counselors should be familiar with existing
rehabilitation facilities that provide work
adjustment and training, independent living
training and placement for the developmentally
disabled hearing impaired.

3.

The counselor should possess communication
skills and be familiar with the implications
of deaf ness as it combines with a secondary
handicap.
4. The counselor should understand that services will be provided over an extended period
15

of time.

In these instances, there should

not be "closures" but simply "interruptions"
in services.

Follow-up services should be

provided following placement which may include
adequate knowledge of transportation and
independent living skills.
5.

If a client is ineligible for services, the

VR counselors needs to document why and be able
to refer the client to other available services
and agencies.

The client should be informed of

his right to reapply for services (Ouellette,
1984).
6. The VR counselor should provide community
services that educate the public and more
specifically, the employer,

about the needs

and abilities of the DDHI client.

The counse-

lor should identify and provide services to
employers that are legitimately part of the
rehabilitation process; this might be recommending modifications and adaptations at the
workplace or identifying appropriate job areas
for placement (Holt, 1985).
7. The counselor's duties should include job
development and placement. The counselor should
identify, locate and recommend job areas for
placement.

The ultimate goal should be produc-

tive, profitable employment.
8.

The counselor should support efforts to

separate SSI and SSDI from medical care to reduce
the disincentive to work because of th e threat of
losing benefits (Corthell, Van Boskirk, 1984).
9.

The counselor should explore the possibili-

ties of Job Training Partnership Act, Project With
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Industry and Targeted Job Tax Credit placements.
IND:2P:::N:DEI.:T LIVING/COi"1J1illHTY SERVICES
1 . A comprehensive service center for the
developmentally disabled hearing impaired should
be developed taking a longitudinal approach to
service delivery attempting intervention at the
earliest possible point of identification of the
disability, continuing through adulthood and
into the older years _(Holt, 1985).
2. A continuum of community living pacements,
ranging from an intensive behavior shaping
program to minimally supervised apartment settings should be established. Respite care and
other family support services including interpreters, advocates, electronic devices such as
TDD's and coordination of services, should be
provided to those that live at home with their
families (Ouellette, 1984).

3.

Educational training services which include
skill training in mobility/travel, independent
living, b-e havior modification, and therapeutic
recreation/leisure activities, should be provided (Ouellette, 1984) .
4. The center should provide mental health
services. It should coordinate referrals and
act as a supportive counseling agency, providing
diagnostic and evaluative facilities. An active
outpatient unit that provides counseling and
psychotherapy should exis t . The center should
work cooperatively with existing hospitals and
mental health programs to maintain a strong
inpatient unit and crisis intervention compo17

nent.

Trained interpreters should be employed

to assist professionals that do not sign.
Once the person is discharged from hospital
care, aftercare programs should takeover
(Pholar, 1985).

5.

This ongoing work and living center should

be staffed by individuals who have communication ski lls and expertise in the ramifications
of combined handicaps.

The staff should study

the DDHI person's abilities, needs and interests,
developing an action plan with the person and
his family to remedy any defici t areas and to
improve existing skills.

The staff should be

encouraged to attend in-service training and
conferences to keep abreast of new ideas.
6. The center should provide information to the
public about deafness and the language of the
deaf by providing sign language classes, workshops on deaf awareness, lectures to civic
groups and inservices for professionals and the
public. The center should teach other service
providers such as VR to access the center's
services.

7.

The center should offer advocacy eg. legal
advocacy, being knowledgeable about legal rights
of the handicapped.

Exi sting services ie.

Alcoholics Anonymous, should be tapped. Parents
and clients must be taught to access interpreter,
counseling and other services (Gesue, 1985).
8.

By accepting interns from the unive~sity and

college pro g rams, the center should serve as a
training g round for professionals concerned with
t h e speci a l needs of this population.

The center

should serve as a demonstration program, thereby
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gaining access to equipment and materials
more readily (Gesue, 1985, Hammermeister,
1985).

9.

Public relations should be a critical

component of the program.

One should talk

about the services provided and make the
center look good.

One must utilize the media,

getting into the newspapers to publicize the
center's achievements.

This notoriety may _.

develop additional funding sources.

Through

public relations, one should know the business
community and take advantage of what they have
to offer, be it brochure printing or free T-shirt
designs for a fundraising benefit. (Gesue, 1985).
PARENT AND FA.T'1ILY INVOLVEMENT

1. Parents should be active, critical participants . in creating productive lives for their
children. Recognizing the strengths and
limitations of the service delivery system in
their area, parents must be informed of their
rights to services.

They must know what

services exist and how to access these services.
2.

Parents should be empowered to be the

"getters" for their children.

They must be

involved in expanding , modifying and creating
services.

3.

Families should receive support and
assistance in coping with the complex, social
and financial demands o f their disabled family
me~ber (Danek, 1982).
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ADVISORY cot.rnCIL ON D:2.AFNESS
1. An advisory council consisting of deaf
consumers, parents, school administrators,
VR and community service providers should
participate in developing services. This
council should gather data on existing programs,
evaluate these services and make recommendations to fulfill unmet needs (Holt, 1985).

LOCAL BUSINESS ADYISORY COMMITTS3
This group should offer advice and input
in setting educational objectives for vocational, career and skill training programs in the
secondary and post-secondary rehabilitation
programs (Revell, et al, 1982).
1.

2. This committee should aid the school and
rehabilitation programs by providing part-time
(paid or unpaid) work experience and permanent
or transitional employment opportunities which
may require reasonable accommodations, but will .
not impair the business's productivity (Revell,

et al, 1982) .

3.

The advisory committee should offer current
career education information by speaking in
the classes and inviting on-site visits, so
that the students can receive information about
different jobs (Revell, et al, 1982).
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SUMMARY
Though it may sometimes appear so, developmentally
disabled hearing impaired individuals and their families
are not alone.

There are agencies, public and private,

who desire to help them meet the challenge of rehabilitation of disabilities.

The common concern is to aid the

individual to become a self-supporting, independently
functioning and productive member of society.

This paper

calls for a continuum of services for the develonmentallv
~

disabled hearing impaired to facilitate the transition
from school to working life.

The opportunity for gainful

employment, with a strong emphasis on competitive employment, is the ultimate goal.

The primary benefits realized

from ..effective transitional programs are that the developmentally disabled hearing impaired student enters the
employment market and is able to access services in the
adult service system.

Effective transitional programming

involves a team orientation to service and support and
a consistent focus on the person with a disability,
their family and the desired outcomes to the transitional
process (Corthell, Van Boskirk, 1984).

Hopefully, this

model will spark creative, cooperative planning to
provide quality services for the developmentally disabled
hearing impaired.
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